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1 Untis 2018

1.1 General

1.1.1 Layout / Design

The user interface of our 2018 version was adjusted to the most current Windows standard. Apart from
visual changes this also means that when changing into the cover scheduling mode the background of
the window changes its colour and the main tool bar is also adjusted to the changed colour scheme.
Therefore it is very easy to see in which mode you are in.

1.1.2 Automatic backup

By pressing '<Ctrl> + <SHIFT> + B' you can save your current data in a gpn file. At the end of the file
name the date of the day and time will be added, e.g. when you save your data on 4 July 2017 at 13:41
(1:41 pm) your file will then be saved under the name

file name_20170404_1341
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Go to 'Settings | Miscellaneous | Directories' and determine the path for your back-up files.

1.1.3 Enter date from-to

Entering a period (date from - to) has been facilitated, e.g. if you enter 9 October for 'from', then you
cannot enter a date that is before 9 October anymore.

1.1.4 Select all lessons / master data

If you are in a lessons or master data window you now can select all elements very quickly by pressing
<Ctrl> + A.
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1.1.5 Coupling via drag and drop

In the past it has already been possible to couple lessons directly in the lessons window via drag and
drop. In the 2018 version the focus is laid on the recently coupled lesson which means that you see at a
glance what exactly has been changed.

1.1.6 Reports: print a horizontal line

In Untis 2018 you can define whether you want to have a horizontal line printed below your reports,
timetables, etc. Go to 'Settings | Reports | Headers' and tick the box 'print a horizontal line'.
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1.1.7 Descriptions: editing of type

For some data (e.g. master data, lessons, substitutions) you can manually define features which can be
linked to the respective data in the field 'Descriptions' (go to the 'Data' tab, 'Miscellaneous data |
Descriptions'). If you, for instance, create a new teacher and assign the description 'Director' to him or
her, this description is automatically assigned the type 'Teacher', i.e. only teachers can be linked to this
description. A new feature in the 2018 version is that you now have the possibility to manually define the
type of the newly created description. So far this was done implicitly for the first link to a data record.
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1.1.8 Element-Rollup: filter line

Also in the new version you still can use the Element-Rollup filter line. This is especially helpful if you
have large-size data records, since it filters only the data currently needed.

1.1.9 List of periods: page layout

You now can show the grid and define in detail the design of intermediate headings just like in the
substitution lists.
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1.1.10 Delete coupling lines

In couplings with several teachers it has not been possible so far to delete the first coupling line - the
entire lesson was deleted. Now you are asked what exactly you want to delete if you select the first line
and press <Delete>.

1.1.11 School year longer than 365 days

A school year sometimes last a few days longer than 365 days. In Untis 2018 you now can enter a
period of up to 3 years, maximum 640 days though.
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1.1.12 Comparison mode within database

In response to many requests it is now possible to use the comparison mode also in MultiUser. You now
can use data records from a gpn file, but also from a database.

1.2 Manual scheduling

1.2.1 Dialogue: allocate/delete this room

The dialogue 'Allocate/Delete this room' also provides you with the same filter line you already know from
the master data and lessons windows. Additionally, if you use the capacities, the column 'Cap.diff.' now
also shows if a room is available, but too small.
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1.2.2 Change room for several periods

It was possible to select several periods in the timetable with '<Ctrl>+click' also in former versions. Now
the dialogue 'Allocate/Delete this room' reacts to this selection and you can allocate one room to several
different periods in one go.

1.2.3 Automatically sort unsceduled periods

Go to 'Settings | Miscellaneous | Timetable'. There is a new box you can tick: 'Always sort unscheduled
periods'.
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If you change the place of a period on the right hand side of the timetable (or if a period is scheduled or
unscheduled), the unscheduled periods are automatically sorted anew. This feature helps you to not
'lose' any periods and to easily keep track.
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1.2.4 Split unscheduled double periods

If a double period has been scheduled and you want to reschedule only one of the two periods, you can
split the double period into single periods by <Ctrl>+click. This can also be done with unscheduled
periods from now on.

1.2.5 Header ind. schedule: print home room

As of Untis 2018 you can also use the field 'home room' in the dialogue 'Header individual TT', i.e. the
respective home rooms can now be printed on top of the class schedules.
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1.2.6 Scheduling dialogue: print avail. rooms

In the 2017 version totals lines, for instance, have already been shown in the scheduling dialogue. If a
requested room or one of the alternative rooms is available, the cell on the respective place in the time
grid is coloured in green. As of Untis 2018 the cell also shows how many of the respective rooms are
available. If there are, for instance, 5 rooms in a ring of alternative rooms and 2 are not available, the
totals line will show 3/5 since 3 out of the 5 rooms are available at the requested time.
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1.3 Timetable

1.3.1 Graphic editor: period window

For the 2018 version the graphic editor where you define which information is to be shown in the
timetable, was completely revised. All fields available are now listed on the left side. Drag and drop any
item of the list to the right side whenever necessary.

Nothing has changed, though, regarding basic use of the editor. If you want to bold print a field just click
on it and confirm the <bold> button. The same holds true for all other ways to change the layout.

What is new is the possibility to zoom in and out in the editor.

1.3.2 Timetable standard format: lesson groups

As of the 2018 version the lesson groups are also shown in the standard format of timetables. By moving
the mouse over one of the fields, you can define which field shall be allocated at which position vie the
'Settings' icon.
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1.3.3 Zoom function in timetable

If you use a large-size screen with a (very) high solution, timetable formats usually are very small. There
is a new zoom slider, which proportionally zooms out your view.

NB: The format per se is NOT changed, i.e. even if you zoom the timetable to 500%, the timetable is
printed unchanged.
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Note:
The zoom factor is saved in the .ini files, i.e. per workstation. The current settings therefore do not apply
to the current data record, but for all data edited at the respective workstation.

1.3.4 Page layout

1.3.4.1 Adjust TT to page size automatically

The new button 'Adjust size of timetable to page' saves you a lot of time. You don't need to fiddle around
anymore in order to make the best of the page size.

Warning:
Clicking this button means changing the timetable size in Untis, i.e. it will be much bigger than before.
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1.3.4.2 Automatic page break

Up to now individual timetables were printed on one page only. If there was not enough space on one
page for all days of the week, for instance, than the missing days were not printed. As of the 2018
version, in such a case the remaining information is automatically printed on a new page.

1.3.4.3 Print TT format 40

The timetable format 40 (Overview timetable for several elements) is now automatically distributed to
several pages if there is not enough space for all data on one page.
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1.3.4.4 Abbreviations: better differentiation

In the page layout of the timetable you can exactly define what you want the print out to look like on
paper. You can, for instance, print a legend of abbreviations on the right side of the page. In Untis 2018, if
you now print more than one element (e.g. subjects and teachers) the respective element types are
clearly differentiated from one another to make everything clearer.

1.4 Optimisation

1.4.1 Multiple time requests from-to

So far, time requests 'Period from-to' could only be assigned once per element. As of now you can
assign several time requests. Additionally you can change priorities, e.g. you can define priority -2.
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1.4.2 Schedule lesson always at same time

In some school systems the lessons need always to be scheduled at the same time, i.e. in the same
period. Untis 2018 now meets this requirement with a new code called '(s) Always same time'. This
ensures that a lesson is always scheduled, e.g. in the first or second period and not in different periods.
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1.4.3 New weighting slider

In the time grid you can define how many classes can go on lunch break at the same time. Untis 2018
now has a weighting slider for this setting.
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1.4.4 Off-site: handling of lunch breaks

Optimisation assumes by default that off-site rooms can be reached in the transition period between
morning and afternoon. This has been changed in response to many requests. In Untis 2018, this
transition period is now a break like any other break. If this is not the case please enter '+' in the break
between morning and afternoon in the time grid.
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1.5 Lesson planning

1.5.1 History mode

1.5.1.1 Selection of data records

The newly created 'History mode' enables you to compare several different school years. Go to the 'Start'
tab and click on the button 'History mode'.

In this dialogue you can define which data records should be compared. By using Untis MultiUser the
records of the previous years are automatically entered into the lines. By clicking on 'Read all files' these
records are read in. You additionally can choose which term should be used for the comparison.
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1.5.1.2 Comparison of data

As soon as the History mode is active the colour scheme of the program will change. The colour of the
History mode is by default yellow. By selecting e.g. a lessons window, the lessons of the current data
record are shown (green 0). On the right next to this window another lessons window opens with the
lessons of the previous year (red -1). If you completed the field ‘Previous year’s name’ in the class’
master data, the lessons of the class of the previous year will be displayed. When you browse through
the previous years then the name of the class will change, as well, e.g. 3b was called 2b in the previous
year and in the year before that it was called 1b.

You also can close the accompanying window and click to and fro between the individual windows.

The same procedure applies for comparing master data or timetables over the years.
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1.5.2 Lesson table

When creating the subjects in the ‘Lesson table’ window you needed to know all subject abbreviations.
Untis 2018 now provides you with a list of all available subjects to choose from.
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This selection list is now also available in the class’ master data in the field ‘Lesson table’.

1.5.3 Subject group

It has been possible to group subjects content-wise via the field ‘subject groups’. In Untis 2018 these
subject groups are now listed in an individual window. Go to the ‘Start’ tab, click on ‘Subjects | Subject
groups’.
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This has the advantage that you now have a selection list to choose from in the master data in the field
‘Subject group’.

Additionally you now can filter not only the subjects, but also the subject groups in the overview
timetables for teachers.
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1.5.4 Target / week / departments

Vocational schools intensively work with departments therefore, a department-wise value calculation is
very important. Untis 2018 thus now provides the fields 'Target Dpt.', 'Actual Dpt.' and 'Actual/Target Dpt.'
showing the respective values of the active department. You can enter per teacher in detail which target
he or she has per department and if this target has actually been reached.
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1.5.5 Target / week for classes

Value calculation is not only important for teachers but also for classes, therefore Untis 2018 provides
the possibility to maintain a target/week and actual-target at class level.
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1.5.6 Teaching qual. from lessons

Teaching qualifications in the master data can be created directly in the lesson via the <Create tea. qual.
from lessons> button. What’s new is the possibility to do this only for the active teacher and not for all
teachers at once.
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1.5.7 Export yearly counters as reductions

It has been possible in the past to automatically migrate a values surplus of the current year as reduction
to the next year when creating a new schoolyear. The problem was, however, that you needed to create
the data record much earlier than the year ended and the surplus values were not definite at that point in
time. Untis 2018 now provides you with an auxiliary function. Go to ‘File | Auxiliary functions | Export the
yearly counters as reductions’.
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In the dialogue window you only enter the reduction reason and how many weeks the new school year
has. The calculation of the balance at year end is then based on the yearly counters of the substitution
data, this is divided by the number of weeks and the outcome is exported into a .txt file. You then import
this file into the data record of the new school year via ‘File | Import/Export | Import TXT file | Reductions'..

1.5.8 Comparison of reductions

The comparison mode of Untis 2018 also includes reductions, which up to now have not been taken into
account.
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1.6 Cover scheduling

1.6.1 Special duties window

The Special duties window has completely been revised for the 2018 version. Now here, too, you can
work with serial change like in any other window:
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Additionally you now have intelligent selection lists in the columns ‘Teacher; Classes; Subject; Room;
Student group’. When you enter something in the first line, by the way, this entry will be taken over for all
lines.

If you want to create a class teacher lesson, select the respective classes and click on ‘teacher’. Go to
filter and select “Class teacher”, then select the classes you want to assign a class teacher to. When
you click <OK>, all class teachers are entered in the list.
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If you want to assign the teacher who is in the class at that point in time to special duty then select
‘Teachers in the lesson’.

The button <Class conference> is new. It allows you to select a class. The list below then holds all
teachers who teach the class any subject. By clicking <OK> a special duty is created with all teachers
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listed.

1.6.2 Create exam directly in TT

Untis 2018 provides you now with the possibility to create an exam directly in the timetable. Right-click
on a period in the timetable and select ‘Create exam’. A dialogue window opens where you can specify
any details. When you clicked on a cell which holds a period, the dialogue window then already has the
data of this period. You only need to enter the name and any text, click <OK>.

In the substitution list the respective period will consequently be set as cancellation and an exam will be
created instead.
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If you have clicked on an empty period then select via the <Courses> button the course(s) you want to
have an exam in and click <OK>.

Then you can select via the tab 'Teachers/Rooms' which teachers and rooms you want to define as
supervisor and venue for the exam.
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1.6.3 Cluster absences automatically

If you enter two absences for a teacher which follow suite and have the same reason, Untis 2018
provides you with the possibility to combine these absences. This helps you to better keep track of any
absences.

1.6.4 Split absences

It can happen that a teacher is absent for a longer period of time, but it needs to be interrupted only for
one day. Untis 2018 now has a new button for this case called <Split absence>. In our example teacher
Ander is absent from 1 to 28 October, on 17 October he interrupts his absence and holds his class. In
the dialogue window 'Split absence' the date of the new absence then is 17 October. As soon as both
absences have been created, the ‘from-‘ date can be shifted from 17 to 18 October.
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1.6.5 No show of cancellation for substitute

Let's presume you enter an exam directly into the timetable via the new exam dialogue. consequently
two substitution lines are created: a cancellation line and an exam line. The students then see the
cancellation line, however, they do not see the second line and therefore they do not show up for the
exam. For this case Untis 2018 has a new box to tick in the page layout: 'No cancellation when prd.
replaced'. This suppresses the output of the cancellation line in this (and in similar) case(s).<

1.6.6 Subject factors count

Many schools work with subject factors which are also taken into account in cover scheduling (Value
settings: 'Settings | Substitution planning | Counter (Subst.)' go to ‘Count how…’). As of now these
factors are also taken into account for events – when you enter a subject for an event, the respective
factor will be considered for the calculation of values in the substitution statement.
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1.6.7 Count exams in a neutral manner

Supervision of a listed exam is assessed as held period which therefore adds 1 to the substitution
counter. In response to many requests we added a box you can tick called ‘Count exams in a neutral
manner’. Go to ‘Settings | Substitution planning | Counter (Subst.)'. This ensures that neither a
cancellation of an exam is assessed as -1, nor is supervision of an exam counted as +1.
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1.6.8 Copy events

In everyday school life it can happen that an event is repeated on different dates. Up to now you needed
to re-enter the event. This is not necessary anymore. You now can copy an event into another date. Just
select an event, press <Ctr>+C and copy it into a new date by pressing <Ctr>+V.

1.6.9 Change period in TT

In the past you could change simple things in the timetable if you wanted to change a period. More
complex changes needed to be done in the scheduling dialogue. Untis 2018 provides you with the
possibility to do all changes which can be done in the scheduling dialogue also in the timetable. Right-
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click a period in the timetable and select 'Special duty / Change period'.

In this dialogue window you can change the currently assigned teacher, the subject, the room or the
student group. However, you can also add a new colleague, you only need to click on <New teacher>. A
new tab is created where you can additionally enter the same data. Technically speaking this is the
same procedure as adding a line in the details window.
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1.6.10 Teacher release for right students

Untis 2017 introduced the release of the “right” (and no other) teacher for an event of a certain student
group. We now realised in the Course Scheduling module also a student-specific release of the teacher.
If you have, for instance, 3 events with 3 different student groups (+ precise student-course-allocation)
and due to the amount of students one student group does not have a teacher, the respective teacher is
released.

1.6.11 Delete room from double period

In the ‘Cover scheduling’ mode you can allocate rooms to certain substitution lines – even if the preferred
room is occupied. The consequence will be a room substitution. If the allocated room was scheduled
with a double period, the students would need to change the room after the first period, which is quite
inconvenient. Untis 2018 warns you in such a case that a double period is torn apart regarding room
allocation. The decision whether you allocate this room then or not still remains in your hands.
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1.6.12 Counter list: print period

It has been possible in the past to print the counter status of cover scheduling in the master data of the
teachers. What is new is that the period is also stated on the print out.

1.6.13 Subst. Sugg.: highlighting period blocks

If a teacher is absent who would have held a double period or a period block and you tick the box ‘period
block’ in the ‘Substitute Suggestion’ window only those teachers are shown who are available in all the
respective periods. What is new in Untis 2018 is that the entire respective period block is highlighted. In
earlier versions only the first period of a block was marked.
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1.6.14 Rescheduling of substitutions

In response to many requests, we have implemented a feature in Untis 2018 which has been asked for
many a time: Now it is possible to reschedule a current substitution. If, for instance, a colleague is
absent on Monday but will be back on Tuesday you simply drag and drop the substitution period from
Monday to Tuesday. The colleague who was absent is now scheduled and the original period is
cancelled. If the colleague was also absent on Tuesday an uncovered substitution would be the
consequence.
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1.6.15 Substitution statement: release code

In the substitution statement releases had the code ‘E’ for cancellations. In the new version we introduce
a new code for release: ‘F’. Now it is possible to easily distinguish those two cases.
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1.7 MultiUser

1.7.1 Settings without loaded data

In Untis MultiUser 2018 the menu structure will appear even if no data are loaded. This enables you to
open the settings of MultiUser which was not possible up to now without loading any data.

1.7.2 Block older versions

When you log in to the already existing MultiUser database with the new 2018 version the tables will be
changed to the 2018 version. In older versions this was done automatically. As of UntisMultiUser 2018
you are explicitly warned that this can only be done by the administrator.
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This message already warns you that you cannot access any earlier versions (Untis 2017 or earlier) by
default. If you nevertheless want to allow access to earlier versions, then you need to tick the box: 'Allow
earlier Untis versions to access database'.
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Note:
We recommend to not tick this box. Using different versions in the same database can lead to loss of
data. In the current 2017 version this box has been available since 8 February 2017. In older versions it
nevertheless is still possible to log in.

1.7.3 TT: show of external elements

As of the 2018 version, external elements are printed and displayed in the timetable the same way like
lessons, i.e. the layout is not different anymore here. In order to mark external elements a database
symbol is shown in the timetable.

There is the option to hide this symbol (go to <Settings>).

1.7.4 Character length 'level' field classes

In the 'level' field of the class master data you only could save entries with 20 characters. Now in the new
version you can save up to 50 characters.
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1.7.5 New rights

The new version has two new rights:

- transfer to WebUntis
- Substitution statistics

Note:
When up-dating from Untis 2017 to Untis 2018 the right for substitution statistics is automatically set for
the respective user group if this group has the right to print. The ‘WebUntis’ right is not set by default,
only for the ‘Administrator’ group.
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1.8 Calendar planning

1.8.1 Absences: unschedule yearly periods

If you want to enter a calendar absence for a room, the system will check if the room is scheduled at
that time. If the room has already been scheduled a message will pop up giving you the possibility to
decide whether you want to unschedule all periods, delete the room only or leave things as they are.

1.8.2 Optimisation: similar schedules

When optimising yearly periods you now can set the weighting in the weighting dialogue in such a way
that the schedules are as similar as possible in different weeks.
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1.8.3 Holidays: unschedule yearly periods

If you have scheduled yearly periods in an active data set and you then enter holidays, the respective
yearly periods will be unscheduled. What is new in Untis 2018 it that the system now tells you which
periods exactly are affected when you apply the holidays.

1.9 Course scheduling

1.9.1 Synchronisation course window / TT

When you select a course in the exam window and click on the respective course, accompanying
timetables now automatically synchronise with the selected course.

1.9.2 Sorting in course-cluster-matrix

From now on you can define criteria according to which the lessons shall be sorted in the course-cluster-
matrix. Click on <Sort> in the matrix and the settings are saved in the file or database, respectively.
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1.9.3 Integral optimisation: double periods

In the dialogue window 'Integral optimisation' now provides you with the box 'Avoid errors in double
periods'. If you check this box optimisation will take into account the requirements entered for double
periods when setting up clusters. In a cluster of 2 periods, for instance, only lessons will be scheduled
which can be scheduled as double periods or none at all.

Note:
In this setting the ranges of double periods will also be taken into account. If a lesson has, for instance,
4 weekly periods and the double period requirement '1-2' then 2 weekly periods need to be in a ‘double
period cluster’, the remaining 2 can also be scheduled as ‘single period clusters’.
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1.9.4 Filter line in Course-Student-Overview

In the 'Course-Student-Overview' window you now have a filter line like in all other areas, e.g. for master
data. Here you also can use so-called wild cards. If, for instance, you want to filter all students starting
with A, define the filter criterion with 'A*'.

1.9.5 Filter line in student group window

The studen group window now has a filter line, too.

1.9.6 Exams: multiple default statistic codes

In the exams window you can define default statistic codes under <Settings>, which will be assigned to
new exams, by default. Up to now you could define only one code. From now on it will be possible to
assign several codes.
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1.9.7 Student-Course-Choice

In earlier versions it was also possible, when adding an alternative course via the button <Add course as
alternative course in all identical course choices> in the ‘Student-Course-Choice’ window to assign such
a course also to those students who already had assigned the activated course in the left part of the
window. Now in the new version, Untis shows to you which students are affected and you decide then
whether you want to assign them or not. Additionally you also can delete an alternative course for all
students with this choice with the arrow pointing to the right.
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1.9.8 Manual scheduling in student TTs

From now on it is also possible to schedule lessons in student timetables.

Note:
Next to the timetable only those courses are shown which are actually assigned to the student. If, for
instance, the student has mat1 and mat2 as alternative courses in his course choice and none of these
courses are actually assigned to him, none of the aforementioned will be shown as lessons to be
scheduled.

1.10 Break supervision

In the time grid on the ‘Breaks’ tab you can label every single break. What is new in this version is that
these labels are also shown in the break supervision window and in the report ‘Weekly overview – Break
supervision’.
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